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ABSTRACT1

Audio copy detection plays a pivotal role in preserving the2

legitimacy and integrity of information, especially in the3

context of social media platforms where manipulated and4

re-encoded audio clips can circulate. This paper addresses5

the crucial task of determining whether an audio clip is a6

modified version of another source audio or if two audio7

clips share a common origin through editing. To address8

this challenge, we present a comprehensive audio similar-9

ity dataset covering various real-world scenarios, including10

frequently employed manipulations in audio editing such11

as temporal, spectral, and deepfake alterations. Our dataset12

serves as a foundation for extrapolating algorithms to oper-13

ate at scale in practical scenarios. Additionally, we propose14

a baseline method for audio copy detection based on con-15

trastive learning. In summary, this paper defines the task16

of audio copy detection as a novel and practical challenge17

with broad real-world applications. The introduction of a18

large-scale audio similarity dataset, along with a baseline19

method based on contrastive learning, establishes a foun-20

dation for further research and development in this critical21

domain.22

1. INTRODUCTION23

Evaluating whether a audio clip constitutes a modified ver-24

sion of another source audio or determining if two audio25

clips have been edited from the same source audio is an im-26

portant task, particularly within the context of maintaining27

the legitimacy and integrity of information, especially on28

social media platforms. [1, 2]. In this context, audio copy29

detection is a task that aims to determine whether a part30

of an audio clip is copied from another audio clip through31

manipulations and re-encoding.32

The task of audio copy detection has its own signifi-33

cance as it could be widely used by Internet services for vi-34

olating content regulation, copyright preservation, as well35

as novel product features such as reverse audio search.36

Social media platforms could utilize audio copy detec-37

tion to expedite content regulation process, particularly in38

real-world scenarios involving large-scale content searches39

where manual curation is impractical. Simultaneously, au-40

dio copy detection could be employed to identify unautho-41

rized copies of copyrighted media. In this process, copy-42

right holders identify the copyrighted media to be detected.43

Moreover, streaming services could implement audio copy44

detection for reverse audio search, searching similar audio45

clips based on a given source audio.46
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Figure 1. Audio pair similarity level at different levels of
granularity. concepts at more inner means more restricted.
Our dataset covers levels of granularity corresponds to all
green areas.

There are existing tasks related to audio copy detection.47

The task of music matching aims to find a particular song48

or piece of music based on a short segment or snippet, au-49

dio fingerprinting is one technique to tackle this task [3–7].50

There are also works do audio copyright detection using51

audio fingerprinting [8]. These works only focus on de-52

tecting exact duplicates in audio clips. In parallel, audio53

forensics involves the scientific analysis and examination54

of audio recordings to gather information for legal or in-55

vestigative purposes. It employs various techniques and56

tools to enhance, authenticate, or interpret audio evidence.57

One of the questions that audio forensics aim to answer the58

question of "whether the query audio has been tampered59

with since its creation" [9,10]. Recently, with the advance-60

ment of deep audio generative models, the concern over61

the generated contents replicating training data has been62

also explored through copy detection [11, 12]. Both works63

leverage self-supervised models to identify replicated con-64

tents.65

Works related to audio copy detection has been explor-66

ing this area over decades. However, they focused either on67

exact duplicates or partial exact duplicates on very specific68

domain in music matching or finding the fix-length simi-69

lar audio clips without providing a detailed assessment of70

the models being used in the copy detection for audio clips71

from generative models as their primary goal is to show72

this phenomenon. The task of audio copy detection as de-73

fined in our work is a novel and practical challenge. This74



paper proposes a audio similarity dataset where we present75

a sufficiently large and difficult dataset corresponding to76

different real-world scenarios to extrapolate algorithms to77

this operation scale. The dataset have been constructed78

to include frequently employed types of manipulations in79

audio editing, encompassing temporal, spectral, and even80

deepfake alterations between the query audio clip and the81

target ones. In addition, we propose a method to tackle this82

task based on contrastive learning as a baseline.83

To summarize, this work introduces the task of audio84

copy detection which has wide real-world applications,85

and proposes a large-scale audio similarity dataset corre-86

sponding to different practical scenarios. We further intro-87

duces a baseline mothod based on contrastive learning as a88

starting point for this task.89

2. TASK DESCRIPTION90

Two audio clips may be considered similar according to91

varying criteria at different levels of granularity as shown92

in Figure 1.93

The most restrictive form is exact duplicate, meaning94

two audio clips are the same sample-wisely. Closely re-95

lated to this are near-exact duplicate, where two audio clips96

are nearly indistinguishable perceptually but differ in ac-97

tual content. An example of this is loss due to file com-98

pression.99

Edited copy, which is also the main focus of our dataset,100

corresponds to a pair of audio clips that are modified ver-101

sions of each other or of a same source clip. Edited copy102

can be further divided into two categories: edited copy103

that’s easy to recognize and hard to recognize. If we can104

identify two audio clips being edited copies of each other105

by their contents easily, then this pair falls into the category106

of edited copy that’s easy to recognize. This corresponds107

to practical scenarios of audio content regulation. We aim108

to regulate an audio clip only if it retains recognizable vio-109

lating content, even if it originates from a restricted audio110

clip. On the other hand, if a pair of audio clips are edited111

copies of each other but is not perceptually recognizable or112

very hard to recognize, this pair falls into the category of113

the edited copy that’s hard to recognize. An example real-114

world scenario of this category is copyright protection. An115

copyright protected sound effect is allowed to be modified116

and included in an end product. This sound effect could be117

modified in very creative ways to an extend that it’s very118

hard to recognize its origin.119

There are also audio clips of the same instance and cate-120

gory, for instance, audio clips of a same door or a category121

of footsteps.122

In this work, we limit the detection targets within the123

levels of granularity in green areas as shown in Figure 1:124

exact duplicates, near-exact duplicates, and edited copies125

of both kinds.126

3. DATASET127

Following the dataset construction of copy detection task128

in other modalities [13], our dataset is composed by four129

parts: the reference set, two query sets, and the training130

set. The reference set contains all the source audio clips.131

Each query set constitutes of edited copies or duplicates of132

the partial reference set and distractor queries which are133

edited copies or duplicates of source audio clips outside134

the reference set. The two query sets in our dataset corre-135

sponds to copy detection tasks, with and without the cate-136

gory of edited copies that are hard to recognize. Including137

this category significantly increase the level of difficulty.138

The training set is constructed similarly to the reference139

set.140

3.1 Data Sources141

For this preliminary examination of this task, we use Epi-142

demic Sound dataset which contains 75626 audio clips of143

sound effects and short music pieces. For data preprocess-144

ing, we fix the length of the audio clips to four seconds and145

trim the silence at the beginning and the end of each audio146

clip in this preliminary study, as variable-length audio clips147

would be more challenging and more computationally ex-148

pensive. In addition, we limit the sampling rate at 16kHz.149

3.2 Audio Transformations150

Manual transformations.151

Automatic transformations are applied to source clips us-152

ing common audio augmentation methods. These trans-153

formations can be classified into following categories:154

time domain alternations, spectral domain alternations, and155

overlay with other sound sources. Time domain alterna-156

tions include time shift, partial inclusion, stretch or com-157

press of audio clips. Spectral domain alternations in-158

clude random spectral cropping, down-sampling, and re-159

synthesis through reverbs. Finally, overlay with other160

sound sources include injecting random noise, background161

noise, and mix-up with other audio clips.162

An audio clip may have single or multiple transforma-163

tions being applied. The automatic transformations param-164

eters are selected randomly within a range corresponding165

to different levels of granularity. For edited copies that are166

easy to recognize, we limit the range of the transforma-167

tions parameters narrower so that for audio clips even with168

multiple transformations being added, we can still recog-169

nize their origins. On the other hand, for edited copies that170

are hard to recognize, we select a wider range of param-171

eters for transformations, as we aim to reflect more cre-172

ative audio manipulations employed in industries. We do173

not include transformations with parameters that are com-174

pletely infeasible for humans to identify or make no prac-175

tical sense.176

3.3 Dataset Structure177

For the final project, the scope of the dataset limits to a178

reference set, a training set, and a query set which cor-179

responds to copies mainly including edited copies of the180

easy-to-recognize category, and the edited copies of the181

hard-to-recognize category is beyond the scope of this182

project.183
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Figure 2. The model architecture for audio copy detection.
The audio descriptor is adapted from PANNs.

Reference set contains 37072 four seconds mono chan-184

nel audio clips at 16kHz sampling rate. The audio clips in185

the reference set are not processed through any transfor-186

mations.187

Training set contains 37072 audio clips which are col-188

lected in the same manner as the reference set. The training189

set not only can be used in the audio copy detection task,190

but can be also used in other tasks such as audio synthesis.191

Query set contains 1852 audio clips in total which are192

in the same format as the reference set. The query set in-193

cludes 1482 distractor queries and 370 true queries. The194

distractor queries have no matching counterpart in the ref-195

erence set, and contains no overlap with the training set.196

All the audio clips in the query set are transformed to some197

extend.198

3.4 Evaluation Metric199

An algorithm for audio copy detection generates pairs200

along with confidence values, where each pair associates a201

query audio clip with a candidate audio clip from the refer-202

ence set. In the case of distractor queries, their absence in203

this set is acceptable, as they do not correspond to any au-204

dio clips within the reference set. Indeed, any appearances205

of distractor queries should decrease the algorithm’s per-206

formance. We use micro Average Precision as the metric207

for this task. This metric is also widely-used in image copy208

detection tasks and instance recognition tasks [13–15].209

4. METHOD210

This section introduces our proposed model for audio copy211

detection. The model is trained contrastively and outputs a212

similarity score for a given pair of fixed-length audio clips.213

Then we run this model multiple times if needed to com-214

pute the similarity score between two variable-length audio215

clips. Finally we set a threshold as the confidence level on216

the similarity score to make a hard decision of whether we217

have detected a copy.218

4.1 Model Architecture219

Audio descriptor.220

5. EXPERIMENT221

5.1 Baseline Method222

We select the fine-tuned CLAP [11] as the baseline223

method, as this method was developed to identify audio224

replication as well. During inference, the audio embed-225

dings of two audio clips are obtained using the fine-tund226

CLAP, and the cosine similarity between these two em-227

beddings is then computed as the similarity score between228

the two audio clips. For a given query audio clip, the audio229

clip in the reference set with the highest similarity score230

above a given threshold is identified as a copy to the query231

audio clip. During training, the authors proposed to lever-232

age the pretrained CLAP [16] and added two dense lay-233

ers which contain all the trainable parameters during fine-234

tuning. Furthermore, the Triplet Loss [17] was employed235

to make the audio embeddings more descriptive. The au-236

thors showed that this method improves the copy detection237

performance. We compare our proposed algorithm with238

this baseline method in terms of micro Average Precision239

metric. We will also use this baseline method to tune the240

audio transformation parameters so that the dataset has a241

reasonable difficulty.242

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK243

This paper introduced the task of audio copy detection,244

and proposed an audio similarity dataset to tackle and as-245

sess this task. Future directions lie in selecting appropri-246

ate range of audio transformation parameters to tailor the247

dataset to real-world scenarios, and at the same time has248

reasonable difficulty.249
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